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Innovative Cybersecurity is All About
Enabling People to Access and Use Data Safely
Even as people begin to partially return to offices, remote work is here to stay. It’s causing us
to move whiteboard meetings to video conference calls and cubicle huddles to long threads in chat
and direct messages.
People are now working anywhere—at home, in the office, even on the road. Traditional approaches
aren’t keeping up with the new challenges in securing this new “anywhere” worker and providing
safe access to resources. A fresh way forward is required, one that embraces the principles of Zero
Trust and demands dynamic, explicit permission for every action by every user, every time.
Enter Secure Access Service Edge (SASE), a cloud-based architecture for cybersecurity that
applies Zero Trust as a service. However, some SASE approaches are limited to just controlling
access to resources, but not what people do with them.
To enable people to work anywhere but keep data safe everywhere, you need to have visibility and
control into how data is used, from the ground to the cloud. In this guide we will explore a new side
of SASE—Data-first SASE.

For a more detailed exploration on the benefits of data-first SASE
and the differences between access-centric and data-first platforms,
see our 5 Steps to SASE whitepaper.
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Secrets of Forcepoint’s
Data-first SASE Approach
Forcepoint’s data-first SASE platform goes beyond simply
providing safe access—it safeguards the usage of data
consistently everywhere. Forcepoint’s approach to SASE
covers 5 capabilities:

3. Application Security: Visibility and control for web,
cloud, and data center applications to ensure that only
people with explicit permission can access and use critical
business resources.

Cloud

Data
Center

1. Data Protection: A single set of consistent, seamless
data security policies that uniformly enforce data loss
prevention (DLP) from the endpoint to the cloud.

4. Network Security: Comprehensive security
encompassing cloud- and site-based firewall services for
accessing the internet, inspection of encrypted traffic, and
defenses against advanced network threats.

Web

SASE Platform
DATA › Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
THREAT › SSL + RBI + Sandbox
APPS › Web + CASB + ZTNA

2. Threat Protection: Robust protection for users
everywhere against the most sophisticated external
attackers, offering deep content inspection, advanced
malware detection, and remote browser isolation.

NETWORK › NGFW + IPS

5. Network Connectivity: SD-WAN to connect branch
offices directly to the internet; unified agent to connect
remote employees; and automated integration with cloudbased security.

Home

Office

Traveling

|

UNIFIED AGENT SD-WAN
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The Advantages to Forcepoint’s
Data-first SASE Architecture
Advantage #1: Unified data security policies

Managing a patchwork of point products
simply won’t scale, especially as your
employees continue to work from home,
at the branch office, or even a customer’s
site, all beyond the corporate walls.
Our data-first SASE platform enables teams to write security policies once and
enforce everywhere from the endpoint through the network into the cloud.
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Security

Advantage #2: Unified agents

Forcepoint integrates software for safely
accessing resources, enforcing security
policies, and monitoring activity on
endpoint devices.

Access

Monitoring

Uniﬁed Agent

Our architecture eliminates agent sprawl and provides a single piece
of software that is easier to deploy and maintain.
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Cloud

Data
Center

Advantage #3: Flexible, hybrid deployment

True data-first SASE should deliver efficient,
safe access to web, cloud,
and private resources for people
anywhere while keeping your business
data safe everywhere.

Web

Hybrid Enforcement
AS-A-SERVICE
ON-PREMISES
ENDPOINT

Our platform combines rich context-based controls, hybrid enforcement
at sites with special requirements (e.g., data sovereignty compliance),
and secure SD-WAN without requiring extra vendors.
You won’t need to compromise your enterprise just because of
a vendor’s cloud-only or point-solution based model.
.

Home

Office

Traveling

|

UNIFIED AGENT SD-WAN
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Advantage #4: Risk-adaptive policy enforcement

Consider how often you review your web
security or DLP policies. Or how often you
should, given how quickly things change.

INDICATORS OF BEHAVIOR

ALERTS SENT TO CLOUD
FOR INVESTIGATION

Instead of a static, block-or-allow model that requires security to spell out every
possible combination of compromise and remediation, Forcepoint introduced a
game-changing approach that automatically adapts security response to risk.
We call this risk-adaptive protection. The understanding of risk personalizes
enforcement based on people’s behavior as they use data, apps, and systems.

96

.

RISK CALCULATION

USER
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Safeguarding Your Employees
and Data Consistently Everywhere
The world changed profoundly in the face of the COVID pandemic.
While many organizations are talking about having people begin to come back
to offices, most expect that people will be working from home several days a
week, going into an office one or two days, and maybe doing a little bit of
traveling in between. In short, people will be working anywhere while data is
used everywhere.
The old approach to security can’t keep up with the new requirements of the
anywhere worker. To address these challenges, new solutions built on modern,
cloud-based systems that incorporate Zero Trust principles and behavioral
intelligence enable security to be uniformly delivered to people anywhere in the
world. Forcepoint rises up to the challenge, integrating connectivity and security,
using a data-first SASE platform to deliver Zero Trust-as-a-service protection
everywhere it's needed. This platform brings SASE capabilities together under
one roof to enable people to work anywhere while data stays safe everywhere.
Customers can adopt the capabilities they need and add others later as their
needs grow. With Forcepoint, businesses and government agencies can ensure
their employees can thrive securely wherever they need to be.
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About Forcepoint
forcepoint.com/contact

Forcepoint is the leading user and data protection cybersecurity company,
entrusted to safeguard organizations while driving digital transformation and
growth. Forcepoint's humanly-attuned solutions adapt in real-time to how people
interact with data, providing secure access while enabling employees to create
value. Based in Austin, Texas, Forcepoint creates safe, trusted environments for
thousands of customers worldwide.
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